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Abstract

Question: Why Do Our Rush Hours Drive Us Nuts?
Answer: May Be Our Millennials' Old Circadian Rhythm Is Fighting A Losing Battle.

Dialogue

DiG: Hey Bro, did I wake you up?
DeG: No, Sis. I was already awake.
DiG: Are you on overnight call? Sorry I forgot the time difference between over here and up there.
DeG: I am not on-call today, Sis. This has become my routine since I moved up here: Waking up close to 0400 hours [1-2].
DiG: Itâ€™s good to hear as I do NOT have to worry when calling you because itâ€™s good time in the afternoon over here when I am calling you up there. Is it your routine for all days or just for the workdays?
DeG: It started as a routine for my workdays and now it has evolved as a routine for all days because it is easier to follow one routine across all days especially when more than 70% days are workdays now-a-days irrespective of whether itâ€™s up here or over there. How about you?
DiG: Oh, me, I am sound asleep at 0400 hours unless the children are trying to keep me awake and that can sometimes be too often considering that we are over here often going to bed too late in the night. It looks, Bro, that the daily cycles of workaholics are quite different over here and up there. Does your current routine help you against your jet-lags considering your frequency of travels across the time zones between up there and over here?
DeG: I would say, yes and no, because it all depends on the amount of sleep one is able to garner or may be able to steal from oneâ€™s ever-changing time routines with constantly demanding work-lives which are always keeping one on oneâ€™s toes. Bottom line is that it all depends on our daily resetting of our daily body-brain-mind clocks with good doses of daily-and-timely sound sleeps.
DiG: Mom will be happy to know that you are waking up around 0400 hours daily. Remember she always tells that pre-dawn hours are divine and, thus is always advocating and following rising up way early in the morning.
DeG: I know but I am NOT sure if the explicitly-and-implicitly experienced stress when rushing to reach the jobs even before the time when the sun is planning to rise was one of the intended goals of â€œDharmicâ€ teachings advocating rising up in the pre-dawn hours. Although, pre-modern times too may have the same intention to use the pre-dawn darkness/privacy for finishing activities of daily living before moving towards reaching or starting daily jobs, the modern times seem to push human limits when pre-dawn phases are falling more and more deep inside the dark wee hours of daily human cycles wherein â€œsedative/sleepyâ€ melatonin may be at their peaks irrespective of the artificial lighting inside the houses, mimicking natural sunlight, falsely hoping that we are ready to wake up at such odd hours [3-5].
DiG: What can be the stress, Bro, when you are driving to work on empty roads and reaching to work way-ahead of others? Am I correct in assuming that at such early hours, there is no traffic on the roads? And am I correct in assuming that you, because of your profession being a physician and moreover being an anesthesiologist, may be among the fewest lots of people driving to work at such early hours?
DeG: Sorry to say, Sis. You are incorrect on both accounts.

DiG: What do you mean? Is there rush-hour on the roads at such early hours up there? Who else are driving to their work at such early hours?

DeG: I may be able to tell you about who all they are [6-12]. But I may NOT be able to explain why all they are.

DiG: Try, Bro.

DeG: I will try to explain based on healthcare business populationâ€™s example.

DiG: Go ahead.

DeG: It is legendarily known that physicians as a community are by default on call 24x7x365. So it is NOT unprecedented when you see physicians rushing to work at odd hours and at all hours.

DiG: Agree.

DeG: Now when the physicians are rushing to work at odd hours and at all hours, they all must be rushing to work on someone. That means patients and their families are rushing to be worked on at odd hours and at all hours. Sometimes for emergent healthcare needs to contain their sufferings and sometimes for elective healthcare needs to accommodate their-and-their caregiversâ€™ schedules.

DiG: Right.

DeG: As modern healthcare evolved into team-based management and rightly so secondary to enormously sophisticated patient care expecting, warranting and mandating the replacement of loner-leader with team-leader, all the members of the team caring for the patients are rushing to the work at odd hours and at all hours. These members in the team include but are NOT limited to nurses, technologists, assistants, pharmacists and therapists [13].

DiG: You talked about the â€œsuprastructureâ€• workers who all may be roughly defined as those all who are serving the society through knowledge-based skills; But what about the â€œinfrastructureâ€• workers [14]?

DeG: Good, Sis, very good. You seem like getting the gist finally. And you are right that even the â€œinfrastructureâ€• workers have to rush at odd hours and at all hours because they need to ensure that (a) the roads are good so that one-and-all can reach wherever they are rushing to reach, (b) the food services are open 24x7x365 to serve one-and-all who all no longer have the time to prepare food for themselves at the odd hours and at all hours, (c) the houses and their occupants remain safe and sound so as to allow their bread-earning kin populations rushing at odd hours and at all hours, and (d) the non-essential commoditiesâ€™ essential availabilities-and-services are accessible to one-and-all at odd hours and at all hours.

DiG: Does that mean one-and-all are rushing at odd hours and at all hours to serve one-anotherâ€™s changing milieu of needs which all just keep growing and turning into â€œseeminglyâ€• essential needs over the time as the time passes on?

DeG: Thatâ€™s correct, Sis.

DiG: Is millenniumsâ€™ old circadian rhythm of human body-brain-mind ok with these changes?

DeG: It must be or it may be planning to change over the next few millenniums assuming that we have that much time to allow our circadian rhythms to slowly adjust-and-adapt so as to eventually evolve into new age human body-brain-mind which may not be directly or even indirectly dependent on the cycles of sunrises-and-sunsets.

DiG: Are you kidding, Bro?

DeG: May be, Sis, or may be NOT. But anyways it is better to sit back and enjoy the times we are going through so as to see the times when we are through with whatever times we are going through at present.

DiG: What do you mean, Bro? Are we able to fight off our circadian rhythmsâ€™ urges adequately and
appropriately? Or should we even try to fight off our circadian rhythms™ urges to accommodate our evolving professional-and-personal lives?

DeG: Seemingly caffeine helps, Sis [15-21]. At least I think so.


DeG: No Sis. Caffeine cannot replace glucose so it can ONLY be recognized as a supplement, and a very good supplement for that so called â€œcore-energizationâ€• or â€œrevitalizationâ€• of human body-brain-mind [22-30]. At least I can be devilâ€™s advocate and may say that people are NOT â€œaddictedâ€• to caffeine. Instead, without the caffeine, modern living systems, which keep encroaching onto the millenniaâ€™s old circadian rhythms, may crumble, and thus it may be safely said that it is actually the modern living systems which may be truly â€œdependentâ€• on caffeine-â€œaddictedâ€• populations.

DiG: Doesnâ€™t catching up happen on the weekends or non-work days?

DeG: It may to certain extent but as you know, Sis, physiological circaseptan (weekly) rhythm is NOT so strong or as disruptive as physiological circadian (daily) rhythm in human body-brain-mind [31-33]. However, you never know if evolution of modern living systems will guide our circaseptan (weekly) rhythms just like they are changing our circadian (daily) rhythms. But the question is that whether we may be able to take a few millennia time to slowly adjust-and-adapt and eventually evolve with the incorporation of new-age circaseptan and circadian rhythms?

DiG: But, Bro, if current times™ projections are to be believed then future may belong to computers and robots which may be immune to any such physiological rhythm that defines human life or any other so called â€œlivingâ€• thing.

DeG: But, Sis, even computers need to be shut off from time to time for maintenance cycles and rebooting requirements. Therefore, I am NOT sure if â€œmatterâ€• will ever be able to get out of the shackles of existing with and within rhythms.Â

DiG: True, Bro. And the way you are describing, it seems like whatever time during which humans will continue to coexist with computers and robots, it is going to be straining the millenniaâ€™s old physiological phenomena which all very slowly evolved over the past times and for whose future slow evolutions over the time, we do NOT have enough time and we may NOT be able to give them their due-essential time.

DeG: Well said, Sis, very well said. See how our works were supposed to be easier with the computers and robots but our times and our rhythms have all become rattled by the changing modern times. Otherwise, why would we all be rushing so early in the pre-dawn hours to reach our places of works overlooking our own circadian rhythms even when our modern lives have been eased and facilitated by the use of computers and robots to unbelievably vast extents?

DiG: Bro, it seems like stress during existence will always be there; only the color of the stress and its form will keep changing. See, to understand human rhythms and their essentialities for humans, computers and robots will have to become emotionally intelligent. And then they will feel and may be better understand what all limitations human existence have and how the awareness about those limitations make humans feel for themselves and their existence.

DeG: Ok, Sis. Catch you later. I have to drive now to my work before the pre-dawn rush hour driving catches me and drives me nuts.

DiG: Drive safely, Bro, truly very safely.

DeG: Will do, Sis, will do.
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